
Bear & Bean

Little Ryrie Street
Geelong, VIC 3220
Australia

Phone: 03 5222 2300

Cafe in Geelong, VICBear & Bean started out as a catering business, with a focus on

catering for small to medium sized functions, corporate lunches, and special

occasions. The vision was always to open a cafe. Bear & Bean has a focus on good

coffee, healthy food options, variety, and meets lots of dietary requirements such

as vegan, low fodmap and gluten free. We are passionate about supplying great

food, in a casual, friendly environment with a particular focus on excellent customer

service.The cafe is conveniently located in the Little Ryrie Street Car Park, in

Geelong. The car park has 6 free 15min car parks for those just wanting to quickly

grab a takeaway, the remaining parks have a 4-hour limit. As is the case

everywhere in Geelong, parking is free on weekends and public holidays. Being in

the center of Geelong, Bear & Bean is conveniently located for many workers in the

CBD.We realize that many people only get short lunch breaks and therefore value

their time and don’t necessarily want to spend all their break standing in a queue to

get their lunch. This is why we have teamed up with another local Geelong business

called Menuhub. Menuhub is an app that allows you to order your coffee and food

online. As soon as an order is received we send back a notification with the

estimated pick up time. So far, lots of workers are utilizing this technology and                                                page 1 / 2



enjoying the convenience of ordering their lunch from their desk, then wandering

down to the cafe and picking up their order straight away, no matter how busy the

cafe is.
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